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Abstract In reality, some objects or concepts have properties with a time-variant
or time-related nature. Modelling these kinds of objects or concepts in a (relational)
database schema is possible, but time-variant and time-related attributes have an im-
pact on the consistency of the entire database. Therefore, temporal database models
have been proposed to deal with this. Time itself can be at the source of impreci-
sion, vagueness and uncertainty, since existing time measuring devices are inher-
ently imperfect. Accordingly, human beings manage time using temporal indica-
tions and temporal notions, which may contain imprecision, vagueness and uncer-
tainty. However, the imperfection in human-used temporal indications is supported
by human interpretation, whereas information systems need extraordinary support
for this. Several proposals for dealing with such imperfections when modelling tem-
poral aspects exist. Some of these proposals consider the basis of the system to be
the conversion of the specificity of temporal notions between used temporal ex-
pressions. Other proposals consider the temporal indications in the used temporal
expressions to be the source of imperfection. In this chapter, an overview is given,
concerning the basic concepts and issues related to the modelling of time as such or
in (relational) database models and the imperfections that may arise during or as a
result of this modelling. Next to this, a novel and currently researched technique for
handling some of these imperfections is presented.
1 Introduction
The concept of time itself is very complex to handle and interpret [45], [68],
though it is very natural and omnipresent. As information systems often attempt
the modelling of natural objects, concepts or processes, they often require mod-
elling temporal aspects or concepts. Thus, several proposals have been concerned
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with the obtaining of theoretical models that allow the modelling or representation
of time [6], [10].
A very specific type of information systems are database systems, which are
computer systems designed to manage databases. A database contains data repre-
senting real objects or concepts. Each (atomic) part of these data is a result value of
a measurement of a property or a description of a property of a real object or con-
cept. In reality, some aspects or properties of objects or concepts are time-variant
or time-related. e.g., the moment of a bank transaction is traditionally a moment
in time and thus a time-related notion, the function of an employee in a company
can change through recorded history and is thus time-variant. A temporal database
schema is a database schema that models real objects or concepts with time-related
or time-variant properties. However, the modelling of temporal aspects has a direct
impact on the consistency of the temporal database, because the temporal nature of
these aspects imposes extra integrity constraints. An example. Consider a relation in
a relational library database, modelling the presence of books in the library. Every
physical book is represented by a unique identifier. Every record in the relation con-
tains such an identifier, a date on which the corresponding book was loaned and a
date on which it was subsequently returned (if it was returned). Without further pre-
cautions, a library employee could add several records with the same book identifier,
different ‘loaned’-dates and no ‘returned’-dates. This group of records would repre-
sent the same physical book being loaned several times on different dates and never
returned, which is of course impossible. A temporal database model will typically
constrain record insertion and prevent similar modelling inconsistencies.
A lot of research concerns temporal database models and their approaches to
the modelling of time. The first efforts were towards the representation of historical
information related to objects represented by records in a database [8]. Some pro-
posals tried to extend the Entity Relationship Model [46], without impact on any
database standards like SQL [65].
Notably, in 1994, “A Consensus Glossary of Temporal Database Concepts” was
published [29]. For this publication, 44 temporal database researchers, among which
some of the main researchers in this field, cooperated to reach a consensus on the
nature and definitions of some of the main temporal database concepts and termi-
nology. This glossary was subsequently updated in 1998 [41].
An interesting issue in temporal modelling concerns relationships between tem-
poral notions. Notably, Allen [1] studied temporal relationships between time inter-
vals (and as a special case time points). Among others, the querying of temporal
databases has greatly profited from these temporal relationships, because they al-
lowed for richer and more complex user-specified temporal query demands, by al-
lowing to express more complex relationships between the temporal notions in the
temporal expressions in the query and the temporal indications in the database. e.g.,
in a relation modelling who was department head of an institution during which pe-
riods of time, a query like ‘who were the department heads when Thomas worked
for the institution’ can be evaluated using similar relationships.
Humans handle temporal information using certain temporal notions like time
intervals or time points [29], and they often have to deal with imperfections like
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imprecision’s, vagueness, uncertainties or inconsistencies possibly contained in the
descriptions of these temporal notions. Among many others, these possible imper-
fections in descriptions of temporal notions determine an important issue in tempo-
ral modelling. e.g., the description of the temporal notion in a sentence like ‘The
Belfry of Bruges was finished on a day somewhere between 01/01/1201 A.D. and
31/12/1300 A.D.’ contains imperfection because of the uncertainty in the used time-
related expression. It is known that the building was finished on a single day, but it
is not known precisely which day this was.
To allow information systems to cope with these and similar data imperfections,
many approaches adopt fuzzy sets [52] for the representation of temporal informa-
tion [54], [55], [5], [20]. The temporal relationships studied by Allen were fuzzified
by several authors [58], [55], [67]. Garrido et al. [36] present different temporal op-
erators, defined by a combination of regular fuzzy comparisons. Both [36] and [61]
deal with uncertainty in temporal expressions concerning time intervals. Other ap-
proaches, like [63], use rough sets [59] to represent time intervals.
Next to temporal modelling, some attention has been spent on temporal reason-
ing [1]. Although temporal reasoning is not discussed in this chapter, it should be
noted that, among others, Dubois and Prade et al. [20], [23] have dealt with fuzzi-
ness and uncertainty in temporal reasoning.
The aim of this chapter is to present and explain some main concepts regarding
time in information systems and to present and discuss some issues and techniques
concerned with handling data imperfections related to time. The rest of this chapter
is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some basic concepts and terminology
about temporal modelling and discusses some of its important aspects and issues,
while section 3 presents some important issues concerning the combination of data
imperfections and temporal modelling. In section 4, some basic concepts and termi-
nology about temporal databases are presented, followed by an overview of some
interesting issues concerning temporal databases and a survey of some commercial
temporal database systems. Finally, in section 5, an approach to querying tempo-
ral databases containing imperfect temporal information is presented, followed by
some conclusions and some suggestions for future work in section 6.
2 Basic Concepts and Issues in Time Modelling
Before considering the introduction of temporal modelling to information systems,
it is necessary to define and explain some main concepts concerning temporal mod-
elling and their corresponding terminology, to situate these and to discuss some
properties and issues related to these concepts. In this section, several basic con-
cepts and their corresponding terminology will be defined, explained and situated.
Most of these concepts are widely used in the community of temporal databases and
their definitions have been agreed upon in the context of [29]. For these concepts, in
the entire chapter, the contents of [29] are followed (and often cited).
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2.1 Basic Concepts and Properties
In information systems, time itself is usually perceived as a linear or cyclic con-
cept [43]. Therefore, a time domain modelling time is usually represented by a set
with an imposed partial order. In general, two main types of time models can be
discerned: a linear model [3] and a cyclic model [51]. In the linear model, a total
order is imposed on the set and the progress of time is seen as a linear matter, while
cyclic models are mainly used in the modelling of recurrent processes. It should be
noted that the majority of proposals use linear time models.
Data models used by information systems (and in specific, temporal database
systems) may represent an underlying time axis using chronons [29], which can
informally be described as the smallest distinguishable time units that can be used
in the system. However, to explain what chronons are, an explanation of some other
temporal concepts is necessary.
Definition 1. Instant [29]
An instant is a time point on an underlying time axis.
Thus, an instant is basically an instantaneous time point on the time axis under-
lying a time model. The term is used in the context of the time model too.
Orthogonal to the classification of time models as linear or cyclic, they can be
classified as discrete, dense or continuous models[29], [41]. In a discrete model [8],
the notion exists that every instant has a unique successor and the set of (modelled)
instants is seen as a discrete one. Here, intuitively, the set of instants can be seen as
isomorphic to the set of natural numbers N. In a dense model, the notion exists that
between any two instants always lies another. Here, intuitively, the set of instants can
be seen as isomorphic to the set of rational numbers Q (when the set of (modelled)
instants is a discrete one) or the set of real numbers R (when the set of (modelled)
instants is a continuous one). In a continuous model, the notion also exists that
between any two instants always lies another one, but the set of (modelled) instants
is always seen as continuous and there are no “gaps” between successive instants.
Some other necessary concepts are:
Definition 2. Time Interval [29]
A time interval is the time between two instants.
Definition 3. Duration [29]
A duration is an amount of time with known length, but no specific starting
or ending instants.
A time interval as such is bounded by two instants, whereas a duration is not.
Also, it should be noted that an instant is in fact a singular case of a time interval.
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Definition 4. Temporal Element [29]
A temporal element is a finite union of time intervals.
Definition 5. Event [29]
An event is an instantaneous fact, i.e. something occurring at an instant.
Definition 6. ‘Temporal’ as Modifier [29]
The modifier ‘temporal’ is used to indicate that the modified concept concerns
some aspect of time.
Data models used for time modelling might now represent an underlying time
axis using chronons:
Definition 7. Chronon [29]
In a data model, a chronon is a non-decomposable time interval of some fixed,
minimal duration.
A time model contained in a data model may now represent an underlying time
axis by a sequence of consecutive chronons. These chronons have identical dura-
tions. A data model will typically not specify the exact chronon duration, so it can
be fixed later by applications implementing the data model.
The fact that chronons are actually time intervals has a particular effect on the
representation of instants and time intervals. In a time model using chronons, an
instant is of course represented by a chronon. A time interval may be represented
by a set of contiguous chronons, depending on the amount of time the time interval
comprises.
Another classification of time models concerns the use of points or intervals to
model time. The equivalence between interval-based and point-based time models
is demonstrated in [?].
Restrictions on time range may exist, as time may be bounded orthogonally in
the past and in the future [43].
2.2 Granularities
An important issue in time modelling concerns the concept of temporal granulari-
ties. A formal definition for this concept is given in [50]:
Definition 8. Granularity [74]
A granularity is an ordered set of non-overlapping and continuous temporal
elements called granules.
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Definition 9. Granule [74]
A granule is the basic time unit in a granularity.
A temporal granularity is in fact a partitioning of the time line (time model) used
by a system, usually dependent on the application. For example, the age of an adult
human being is usually expressed in years: one will use sentences like ‘Laura is 21
years old’ instead of sentences like ‘Laura is 21 years, 3 months and 4 days old’.
In this example any duration shorter than a year needs no representation and thus
the used granularity allows no specification for durations shorter than a year. The
granules are years.
As a granularity G is an ordered set, each granule may be represented by an
integer. In this representation, to keep track of the granularity a granule is an element
of, the corresponding granularity name is added in subscript:
G = {iG | i ∈ Z} (1)
In a system, the granularity with the shortest granules is the chronons granularity,
which is denoted by ‘⊥’. It is the granularity of which the granules are chronons.
Definition 10. Mapping function [50]
A mapping function f is a function that maps a given granule iG, i ∈ Z, in a
given granularity G, to a set of corresponding chronons:
f : G→P(⊥)
iG 7→ {c⊥ | (c⊥ is contained in iG)∧ (c⊥ ∈ ⊥)}
Note that a mapping function f always maps from a given granularity G to the
powerset of the set of chronons ⊥. Therefore, the output for a mapping function is
an element of P(⊥) and thus a subset of ⊥.
A mapping function f requires that the following properties hold [50]:
• G is an ordered set.
• G is a set of continuous granules.
• The granules in G do not overlap.
The existence of mapping functions between granularities and the chronons gran-
ularity also allows comparing granularities with respect to the length of their gran-
ules. In this context, two important concepts can be discerned.
Definition 11. Finner Than [50]
Consider a mapping function f and let iG and jH be elements of granularities
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G and H respectively. Granularity G is now said to be finner than granularity
H if:
| f (iG) | < | f ( jH) |
Definition 12. Coarser Than [50]
Consider a mapping function f and let iG and jH be elements of granularities
G and H respectively. Granularity G is now said to be coarser than granularity
H if:
| f (iG) | > | f ( jH) |
It is also possible to describe the relation between different granularities. This is
called a casting function:
Definition 13. Casting function [50]
Consider two different granularities G and H. A granularity-to-granularity
casting function cast is then a function mapping granules from G to granules
from H:
cast : G×G×G→ H
: (iG,G,H)→ jH
where iG ∈ G and jH ∈ H and where G denotes the set of all granularities.
Thus, the function cast associates a granule iG in G to a corresponding granule
jH in H. Two kinds of granularity-to-granularity mappings can now be discerned:
an upwards mapping is a mapping from a granularity G to a coarser granularity
H, whereas a downwards mapping is a mapping from a granularity K to a finner
granularity L. Orthogonal to this classification, mappings between two granulari-
ties may be classified as regular mappings, irregular mappings or congruent map-
pings [50], [30].
• Regular mapping: A regular mapping is a granularity-to-granularity mapping
where the mapping function value is calculated by means of multiplications
and/or divisions and (maybe) an anchor adjustment. e.g., the mapping value of
the mapping between hours and minutes is calculated using a multiplication by
60.
• Irregular mapping: An irregular mapping is a granularity-to-granularity mapping
where the mapping function value can not be calculated by means of multiplica-
tions and/or divisions. e.g., the mapping value of the mapping between months
and days is dependent on the exact month or day.
• Congruent mapping: A congruent mapping is a granularity-to-granularity map-
ping where the two granularities involved in the mapping have the same granules
but a different anchor. e.g., the mapping between the days (Gregorian calendar
days) and the academic days is a congruent mapping.
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Different granularity-to-granularity mappings between several granularities can
be represented using a granularity graph, which is a directed graph indicating the
mapping conversions. The above is illustrated in the following example.
Example 1. Consider a system that models both Gregorian calendar dates as well as
academic calendar dates. In this system, the chronons granularity is a set of millisec-
onds. Figure 1 shows the complete granularity graph corresponding to this example.
The transition between the chronons granularity and the seconds granularity is an
example of a regular mapping. Regular mappings are represented by thin arrows
in the visualisation of the graph. The transition between the days granularity and
the months granularity is an example of an irregular mapping. In the graph visual-
isation, irregular mappings are represented by a bold arrow. Finally, the transition
between the Gregorian calendar day granularity and the academic day granularity is
an example of a congruent mapping. Both concern the same days, but the academic
year starts on October 1st, whereas the Gregorian calendar year starts on January
1st. In the graph visualisation, congruent mappings are visualised as straight lines
without arrow heads.
Weeks
Days
Hours
Minutes
Seconds
Chronons
Academic day
Academic month
Academic term
Academic year
Months
Years
1000
60
60
24
7
1
12
4
2
Fig. 1 The granularity graph corresponding to example 1.
2.3 Temporal Relationships
In this section, a brief introduction can be found, concerning temporal relationships,
sometimes also called ‘temporal relations’[5]. Temporal relationships can be seen as
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relationships between temporal elements belonging to the same time domain. These
relationships express how the temporal elements are related to one another, with
respect to temporal precedence and overlap.
Fig. 2 Allen relations between two time intervals I and J.
Several (collections of) operators have been proposed in order to compare tem-
poral elements and model the temporal relationships between them. Allen [1] most
notably described such relationships between time intervals and as a special case,
between instants. Figure 2 shows the temporal relationships Allen discerned. Some
proposals can be applied to both crisp and other time intervals [58], [55], [67], [36].
3 Data Imperfections in Time Modelling
As explained in the introduction, humans handle temporal information using tempo-
ral notions like time intervals or time points [29]. While the used temporal notions
may contain imperfections [16], [20], [55], [23], humans often gracefully deal with
these, as their inherent interpretation capability accounts for a lot of them. This
phenomenon has been studied a.o. in the field of artificial intelligence [13], [28]
and language understanding [11], [55], [16]. An information system, however, can-
not appeal to a similar interpretation functionality. Thus, many proposals have been
concerned with the combination of time and imperfections in the context of infor-
mation systems [55]. In this section, some main concepts and issues concerning this
combination are presented.
3.1 Types of Imperfections in Temporal Modelling
Generally, in temporal modelling, a distinction is made between the following types
of imperfections [55].
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• Uncertainty: Temporal information or data may contain uncertainty. This means
that the exact temporal value is (partially) unknown, however, generally some
knowledge is present anyhow, possibly describing the value [?], [55], [?], [54].
E.g., the temporal notion described in a sentence like ‘The Belfry of Bruges was
finished on a day somewhere between 01/01/1201 A.D. and 31/12/1300 A.D.’
contains uncertainty: it is known that the belfry of Bruges was finished on a single
day and that this day lays somewhere between 01/01/1201 A.D. and 31/12/1300
A.D., but it is not known exactly which day it is.
• Vagueness: Temporal information or data might contain inherent vagueness, as
a precise instant or time interval may be intended, but the description of it is
certainly vague [67], [55], [16]. E.g., the temporal notion described in a sentence
like ‘It happened during summer.’ contains vagueness, as even the boundaries of
the mentioned temporal notion are not clearly expressed.
• Subjectivity or ambiguity: Temporal notions might be subject to subjectivity or
ambiguity. In certain cases, the temporal notion concerns a historical period like
‘late romanticism’ or ‘the early middle ages’ and thus contains subjectivity [55].
In other cases, the interpretation of the temporal notion depends on extra factors.
E.g., consider a person saying to another person ‘Let’s meet each other at six.’
The person hearing these words doesn’t now if 6 a.m. or 6 p.m. is intended,
though the person saying the words does.
As to the sources of the imperfections in temporal information, most propos-
als consider no specific source [28], [67], [55], [23], [54], [58], [73]. Some pro-
posals, however, deal with the imperfections specifically resulting from aspects of
language [16] and other proposals consider transitions between different granulari-
ties to be the source of imperfection in temporal information [50]. Therefore, some
proposals consider granularity as the base of the temporal model [10].
In an information system, temporal information is usually related to facts or
events [7]. In light of this, a classification of temporal information can be consid-
ered, in which the following types of temporal information may be found:
• Definite temporal information: Definite temporal information contains informa-
tion describing a situation in which all time indications associated with some fact
are absolute time indications. The temporal information is precisely known.
• Indefinite temporal information [18]: Indefinite temporal information contains
information describing a situation in which the time indication associated with
some fact has not been fully defined. E.g., consider an event that in fact occurred
but it is not known exactly when.
• Infinite temporal uncertain information [44]: Infinite temporal uncertain infor-
mation contains information describing a situation in which an infinite number of
time indications are associated with some fact. This is usually found in recurrent
events like meetings. E.g., consider meetings that take place every Wednesday at
noon. Some systems (usually with different information providers) may dispute
the occurrence and/or the duration of a fact.
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3.2 Representation of Imperfect Information
As mentioned before, information systems may have to deal with time indications
which contain vagueness. Even for some specific events or facts, the temporal indi-
cations may become imprecise. Therefore, a time point might be specified by means
of a time interval of which the boundaries may not be precisely known. An example.
Example 2. Consider a speaker and a hearer. The speaker wants to make an appoint-
ment with the hearer. Now, consider the speaker saying:
‘We will meet each other tomorrow around 10’
The hearer will now usually instinctively agree that the appointment will be in e.g.
the time interval between 9.55h and 10.05h.
The study of the semantics of ‘around’ in temporal [16] indications has shown
that the size of the time interval associated with the imprecise specification of a time
point depends on the distance with respect to the current time. E.g., consider now
that the speaker is talking about something that happened ‘during last week’, then
the hearer would consider a time interval of more or less 10 days.
Some proposals [47], [10], [55], [7] conclude that the best representation for
incomplete temporal knowledge is therefore based on time intervals, even if they
refer to a fact that happen at a time point. This means that, as Allen proposed in [1],
the primitive units (the chronons) in a time domain, used in an information system
should be intervals.
In order to represent and manage uncertain temporal information properly, sev-
eral theoretical frameworks have been proposed:
• Probability theory: Probability theory [18], [49], [39] is usually employed when
uncertainty concerning a time interval allows a probability to be associated to the
time interval. The use of probability theory is very usual in logistics information
systems. E.g., ‘The package will arrive at its destination on Monday morning
with a probability of 0.8’.
• Possibility theory: Using possibility theory [?], a possibility degree is associated
to the temporal fact or event. Possibility theory is widely used to model uncer-
tainty and vagueness in time [20],[23],[17],[55]. Several works [67], [58] present
fuzzy versions of the temporal relations proposed by Allen [1]. The aim of these
works is generally to obtain a flexible way to compare uncertain, ill-known tem-
poral intervals by means of temporal relationships. The study of imperfect tem-
poral metadata is done in [?], [?]. In [?] a proposal to use in fuzzy databases
temporal fuzzy linguistic terms is studied. Burney [?], [?] has studied recently
the combination of fuzzy databases with temporal data.
• Rough sets: Rough set theory [59] has been used to represent uncertainty in time
intervals. The two dimensional representation of time intervals and the temporal
relationships between them has been studied in [63]. In [?] a rough set-based
model for temporal databases is presented. The study of temporal relationships
between rough time interval is studied in [?].
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3.3 Imperfections in Temporal Relationships
As the existence of temporal relationships allows to compare temporal notions,
many approaches have been concerned with finding similar temporal relationships,
able to support imperfections in the temporal information which is described by tem-
poral notions or even by the temporal relationships themselves [58], [55], [67], [20].
These approaches are often based on Allen’s operators [1]. Example 3 presents a
short example concerning one of Allen’s relationships.
Example 3. Consider an event which takes place between time points A and B. Thus,
the event comprises time interval [A,B] (this is visualized in part (1) of figure 3). The
classical Allen relationship ‘after’ returns an interval ]B,∞[ as shown in part (2) of
figure 3. A fuzzified version of Allen’s ‘after’ operator is illustrated in part (3) of
figure 3. The comparison between two time intervals results in a possibility degree
in the unit interval. The shape of the possibility distribution is shown in part (3)
of figure 3. Note that all the points strictly after the point B results in a possibility
degree of 1 whereas there is an area near the point B in which the possibility degree
runs smoothly between 0 and 1.
Consider now the interval given by [C,D], illustrated in part (4) of figure 3. The
user wants to know if [C,D] is after [A,B]. The crisp version of the ‘after’ operator
would return ‘no’ as an answer. The fuzzy version for the same operator would
return ‘yes, with a possibility of 0.5’.
time
possibility
0
1
time
A B
time
(1)
(2)
(3)
C D
(4)
0.5
time
Fig. 3 Example for the Allen relationship ‘after’. (1) The event bounded within time points A and
B. (2) The crisp version of the ‘after’ operator. (3) A fuzzy version of the after operator. (4) Another
event, bounded within time points [C,D].
4 Basic Concepts and Issues in Temporal Databases
A temporal database can generally be seen as a database that manages some tempo-
ral aspects in its schema [32], [5]. In subsection 4.1, some main concepts and proper-
ties concerning temporal databases and their definitions are presented and explained.
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In subsections 4.2 and 4.3, some main issues of relational temporal databases are
presented and discussed. Finally, subsection 4.4 presents an overview of some com-
mercial temporal database systems.
4.1 Basic Concepts and Properties
A database schema models some part of reality. As mentioned in the introduction,
the part of reality a temporal database schema tries to model, contains some tempo-
ral aspects. For example, in this part of reality, some concepts or objects could have
time-related or time-variant properties. The modelling of these temporal aspects has
to be handled specifically in order for the database to maintain a consistent model
of reality.
Thus, a temporal database will contain temporal values, i.e. values representing
(indications of) time. Temporal values in a temporal database can be classified into
the following types based on their interpretation and modelling purpose. The def-
initions and explanations of these types can be found in [29] and [56] and more
information can be found in [42], [69] and [56].
Definition 14. Valid Time [29]
The valid-time (VT) of a fact is the time when the fact is true in the modeled
reality.
Definition 15. Transaction Time [29]
A database fact is stored in a database at some point in time, and after it is
stored, it is current until logically deleted. The transaction-time (TT) of a
database fact is the time when the fact is current in the database and may be
retrieved.
Definition 16. Decision Time [56]
Decision time (DT) denotes the time when an event was decided to happen.
Definition 17. User-defined Time [29]
User-defined time (UDT) is an uninterpreted attribute domain of date and
time.
Valid times are usually provided by the user, whereas transaction-times are usu-
ally system-generated and -supplied [29]. Temporal values of type UDT are not
given any extraordinary interpretation and have thus no extraordinary query lan-
guage support [29].
A temporal database can now formally be defined as follows:
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Definition 18. Temporal Database [29]
A temporal database supports some aspect of time, not counting user-defined
time.
In a relational temporal database, temporal values will of course be in the tuples
of the extensions of temporal relations:
Definition 19. Valid-time Relation [29]
A valid-time relation is a relation with exactly one system supported valid-
time.
Definition 20. Transaction-time Relation [29]
A transaction-time relation is a relation with exactly one system supported
transaction-time.
A valid-time, respectively transaction-time relational database is now defined
as containing one or more valid-time, respectively transaction-time relations [29].
Next to this, bitemporal relational databases contain both valid-time and transaction-
time [29] and tritemporal databases contain valid-time, transaction-time and decision-
time [56].
A very extensive list of the most well-known temporal database models can be
found in [75]. As it is of course necessary to define a consistent way to query
the temporal data, there are several proposals concerned with query languages and
query language adaptations for temporal databases like [57] and [70].
In the rest of the chapter, the focus will be on concepts and issues concerning
valid-time relations and aspects of valid-time relations. For this reason, the next two
sections will present and discuss some main issues concerning temporal databases,
specifically applied to or presented in the context of valid-time relations.
4.2 Primary Keys in Valid-time Relation Design
Generally, when designing a relation based on a relational database model, a subset
of the relation’s attribute set is usually chosen as primary key. The values of a tuple
for these attributes will then uniquely determine this tuple, hence no two distinct
tuples may have the exact same values for every attribute in this primary key. Next
to attributes unrelated to time, a valid-time relation schema will typically contain
one or more attributes which model the valid-time aspects and behavior of the real
objects and concepts modelled by the relation schema. In this work, these attributes
are called valid-time attributes. In valid-time relation extensions, distinct tuples can
exist containing the exact same values for every attribute except the valid-time at-
tributes. These distinct tuples represent distinct versions of the same real object or
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concept, valid during different time periods. To allow the existence of such tuples
when designing a valid-time relation using a relational database model, the most
common solution is to include the valid-time attributes in the primary key.
The following example illustrates this primary key issue.
Example 4. Consider the example valid-time relation visualized in table 1, which
models when certain people worked as employees in a certain company and under
whose supervision they worked during that time. The valid-time attributes ‘Start’
and ‘End’ describe the year when an employee started, respectively finished working
for the company. For example, the last tuple visualized in table 1 represents that
the employee represented by this tuple started working for the company in 2005
and finished in 2009. The attributes ‘Name’, ‘Birthday’ and ‘Supervisor’ describe
respectively the name, birthday date and unique identifier of the supervisor of an
employee in the time during which he or she worked for the company. When correct,
the date of an employee’s birthday never changes and as such, the modelling of
birthday dates has no effect on the database consistency. The ‘Birthday’ attribute
thus describes UDT values. The attribute ‘ID’ describes employee identifiers. For
each tuple, this identifier (a number) uniquely identifies the employee represented
by the tuple.
Now consider {ID} being the primary key and consider the company wanting to
hire Sarah again in 2010. This would be represented by another tuple in the relation,
containing value 4 for attribute ‘ID’. The existence of such a tuple is of course not
allowed by the primary key, because it would mean the existence of two distinct
tuples containing value 4 for attribute ‘ID’. This problem can now be solved by
defining a new primary key: {ID, Start, End}, which allows for the existence of
distinct tuples with value 4 for attribute ‘ID’, as long as they have different values
for attributes ‘Start’ or ‘End’. The resulting relation is shown in table 2.
Table 1 Example relation modelling the employees of a company. Values for the ‘Birthday’ at-
tribute are visualized here in ‘dd/mm/yyyy’ format.
ID Name Birthday Supervisor Start End
1 Peter 24/10/1985 3 2010 -
2 Maria 03/04/1984 3 2001 -
3 John 21/02/1964 - 1999 -
4 Sarah 29/11/1985 2 2005 2009
4.3 Consistency in Valid-time Relation Content Modification
The solution presented in subsection 4.2 concerns relation design and consists of
including the valid-time attributes in the primary key. Unfortunately, implementing
this solution as such allows for the existence of records whose values imply incon-
sistencies with respect to the modelling of reality.
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Table 2 Example relation after including the valid-time attributes in the primary key and adding a
tuple.
ID Name Birthday Supervisor Start End
1 Peter 24/10/1985 3 2010 -
2 Maria 03/04/1984 3 2001 -
3 John 21/02/1964 - 1999 -
4 Sarah 29/11/1985 2 2005 2009
4 Sarah 29/11/1985 2 2010 -
Consider a valid-time relation of which the primary key can be partitioned into
two sets of attributes. One set contains attributes totally unrelated to time, for which
the values of a record allow to uniquely identify the object or concept represented by
the record. The other set contains the valid-time attribute(s). Because the valid-time
attribute(s) is(are) included in the primary key, the existence of distinct records with
exactly the same values for all time-unrelated attributes and distinct values for at
least one valid-time attribute is not prohibited. Thus, inserting such records into the
relation is not prohibited either, even if the information represented by the values
for the valid-time attributes shows clear inconsistencies. An example.
Example 5. Consider the example valid-time relation visualized in table 3, which is
based on the relation visualized in table 1. The primary key is again {ID, Start,
End}. The last record in the relation represents a person named ‘Sarah’ started
working for the company in 2007 and finished in 2008, with supervisor ‘John’.
However, the fourth record represents the same person (the value for attribute ‘ID’
is the same) started working for the company in 2005 and finished in 2009, with
supervisor ‘Maria’. The intention is clear: Sarah worked in the company from 2005
to 2009, first for Maria, then for John, then again for Maria. It is of course possible
for an employee to change supervisors, but it is of course impossible for a person to
start working in the same company twice at different times, for different supervisors,
without stopping to work for one in between, as it is impossible to stop working for
a supervisor twice at different times, without working for another one in between.
The valid-time information represented by the last record is clearly not consistent
with the valid-time information represented by the fourth record, or vice versa.
Table 3 Example relation with records whose values for the valid-time attributes violate consis-
tency.
ID Name Birthday Supervisor Start End
1 Peter 24/10/1985 3 2010 -
2 Maria 03/04/1984 3 2001 -
3 John 21/02/1964 - 1999 -
4 Sarah 29/11/1985 2 2005 2009
4 Sarah 29/11/1985 3 2007 2008
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The most usual approach to deal with this inconsistency problem is to adapt the
DML used by the DBMS, as to enforce consistency towards time with respect to the
modelled reality.
Example 6. Consider the problem presented in example 5. The inconsistency arises
when the last record in table 3 is inserted. Because the record’s values for the valid-
time attributes differ from those of the fourth record, the last record is accepted. The
DML statement used was (the table is called ‘Employees’):
INSERT INTO Employees VALUES
(4, ‘Sarah’, ‘29/11/1985’, 3, 2007, 2008);
The inconsistency problem can now be solved by replacing this statement with:
UPDATE Employees SET ‘End’ = ‘2007’ WHERE
(ID = 4) AND (Start = 2005) AND (End = 2009);
INSERT INTO Employees VALUES
(4, ‘Sarah’, ‘29/11/1985’, 3, 2007, 2008);
INSERT INTO Employees VALUES
(4, ‘Sarah’, ‘29/11/1985’, 2, 2008, 2009);
The resulting relation is visualized in table 4.
Table 4 Example relation updated maintaining consistency.
ID Name Birthday Supervisor Start End
1 Peter 24/10/1985 3 2010 -
2 Maria 03/04/1984 - 2001 -
3 John 21/02/1964 - 1999 2010
3 John 21/02/1964 - 2010 -
4 Sarah 29/11/1985 2 2005 2007
4 Sarah 29/11/1985 3 2007 2008
4 Sarah 29/11/1985 2 2008 2009
4.4 Commercial Temporal Database Systems
Several commercial temporal DBMS exist. Table 5 gives an overview of some of the
more well-known temporal DBMS and provides references for more information.
Oracle workspace manager [9] and TimeDB [72] are libraries for dealing with
time in OracleDB. On another note, TimeDB and Postgree Temporal [62] are sim-
ilar: both are simple implementations that implement a subset of the Allen opera-
tors and some operations for the creation and manipulation of temporal attributes
(valid-time, transaction-time or both times are supported). Teradata [71] is mainly a
business intelligence system designed for data mining. Secondo [19] is an extensible
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database system in which the core of the database may be replaced by a customized
algebra. It is designed for non-standard applications and it supports both valid and
transaction-times.
The most complete implementation is Workspace Manager.
Unfortunately, none of these systems take data imperfections into account, nei-
ther in data storage nor in querying.
Table 5 Commercial Temporal Database Systems.
Name Time Supported Comments Reference
Oracle Workspace Manager VT and TT. Package for Oracle DB. [9]
TimeDB VT and TT. Interface for Oracle DB. [72]
Postgree Temporal VT. Package for Postgree SQL. [62]
Teradata VT and TT. Used for data-mining. [71]
Secondo VT and TT. Spatio-temporal database. [38]
5 Data Imperfections in Temporal Databases
Consider a logistics company which transports packages. At the moment a package
leaves, the time when it will arrive at its destination may be estimated, but will
typically not be known precisely. For such companies and in many other situations,
information systems able to handle imperfection with respect to certain temporal
aspects of the objects modelled by the system are necessary.
5.1 Data Imperfections in Temporal Databases
Data and information imperfections and techniques to represent them correctly in
databases and queries are usually the focus of research in fuzzy databases. Proposals
from this field may present an approach based somehow on fuzzy set theory [52] or
possibility theory [22], although other theories support information imperfections
too. Comparably, many proposals concerning the introduction of data imperfections
or information imperfections in temporal databases present approaches based some-
how on fuzzy set theory [36], [35], [55], [5] or possibility theory [23], [61], [12],
although proposals based on other theories exist [31], [15], [63]. As possibility the-
ory is usually seen as a theory of confidence, aimed at dealing with uncertainty, in
some proposals, possibility theory is used specifically to handle uncertainty in tem-
poral information. In fuzzy databases [34], uncertainty is usually expected to appear
in the database content, whereas other types of imperfection, notably imprecision,
are usually expected to appear in querying.
Concerning temporal databases, there are several approaches to handle uncer-
tainty in temporal data stored in a database. Many of these approaches concern sev-
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eral different types of time notions (VT, TT or DT), but most of these approaches
focus somehow on valid-time [36], [35].
In the following subsection, a novel approach to representing uncertainty con-
cerning valid-time notions and a corresponding technique to query similar valid-
time indications in a valid-time relation are proposed. The presented proposal is
based on concepts introduced in [21] and on the framework proposed in [61].
5.2 Handling Uncertainty in a Valid-time Relation
A valid-time indication usually takes the form of a time interval. Such a valid-time
interval can be described (and stored in a valid-time relation record) using its bound-
aries (endpoints) or using one endpoint and the interval length. Usually, a valid-time
interval is represented using its endpoints, which is also the approach adopted by the
presented proposal.
Generally, the uncertainty concerning a set of values might be described by a
possibility distribution on the powerset of which one of the elements can be the
intended set [21]. This representation, however, introduces some issues in practice
or in practical applications. Therefore, in the presented proposal, possibility theory
is used to model uncertainty, but only uncertainty concerning the exact values of the
start and end point of a valid-time interval is considered and the uncertainty in both
the start point and the end point are modelled using possibility distributions.
In fact, to model the uncertainty related to a valid-time interval using possibility
theory, the presented proposal introduces so-called ill-known time intervals, relying
on the concept of ill-known sets [21].
5.2.1 Ill-known Time Intervals
To represent valid-time indications which might contain uncertainty, the presented
proposal introduces the concept of ill-known valid-time intervals, which relies on
the concept of ill-known sets [21]. To correctly explain the concept of ill-known
sets, the concept of possibilistic variables should be introduced first. In the pre-
sented proposal, the definition of possibilistic variables of [61] is followed. In [61],
a possibilistic variable is defined as follows.
Definition 21. Possibilistic variable [61]
A possibilistic variable X over a universe U is defined as a variable taking
exactly one value in U , but for which this value is (partially) unknown. Its
possibility distribution piX on U models the available knowledge about the
value that X takes: for each u∈U , piX (u) represents the possibility that X takes
the value u. In the presented work, this possibility is interpreted as a measure
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of how plausible it is that X takes the value u, given (partial) knowledge about
the value X takes.
Now, consider a set R, which contains single values (and not collections of val-
ues). When a possibilistic variable Xv is defined on such a set R, the unique value Xv
takes, which is (partially) unknown, is called an ill-known value in this work [21].
When a possibilistic variable is defined on the powerset P(R) of some universe
R, the unique value the variable takes will be a crisp set and its possibility distribu-
tion on the powerset P(R) will describe the possibility of each crisp subset of R to
be the value the variable takes. This value (a crisp set) the variable takes, which is
(partially) unknown, is now called an ill-known set [21].
Finally, consider a set R, which contains single values (and not collections of
values) and its powerset P(R). Now consider a subset PI(R) of P(R) and let this
subset contain every element of P(R) that is an interval, but no other elements.
When a possibilistic variable Xi is defined on the subset PI(R) of the powerset
P(R) of some set R, the unique value Xi takes will be a crisp interval and the
possibility distribution piXi of Xi will be a possibility distribution on PI(R). This
piXi will define the possibility of each value of PI(R) (a value of PI(R) is a crisp
interval which is a subset of R) being the value Xi takes. This exact value (a crisp
interval) the variable takes, which is (partially) unknown, is called an ill-known
interval here.
The presented proposal will deal with ill-known time intervals. Ill-known time
intervals are ill-known intervals in a time domain. In the presented proposal, an ill-
known time interval will be defined and represented via its start and end point, which
will be ill-known values. The elements of the ill-known time interval are the values
between its start and end point, including the start and end points themselves1. It
should be clear that this approach to representing ill-known time intervals differs
from the approach based on a single possibility distribution on a set PI(R) of a set
R. These approaches have a different behavior and can be used to describe different
ill-known time intervals. The correspondences, interactions and transitions between
these different representations of ill-known intervals and their interpretations are
part of the authors current research.
In the presented proposal, a closed ill-known time interval with start point defined
by possibilistic variable X and end point by possibilistic variable Y is noted [X ,Y ].
Figure 4 shows a closed ill-known time interval.
Several authors work with concepts very similar to these ill-known time inter-
vals and some of them [36] propose transformations of the describing functions in
order to optimize the storage of such ill-known valid-time intervals, though recent
research might seem to indicate some minor issues with respect to some of these
transformations [61]. A comparison between the transformations in [36] and the
framework in [61] is presented in [60]. Figure 5 illustrates a transformation based
on the ‘convex hull’ approach [36].
1 The presented proposal only deals with closed ill-known time intervals. Dealing with halfopen
or open ill-known intervals is part of the current research of the authors.
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Fig. 4 A closed ill-known time interval [X ,Y ], where triangular possibility distributions describe
the ill-known values defining the start and end points.
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Fig. 5 Transformation based in the convex hull from the two ill-known points X and Y .
In the presented proposal, ill-known valid-time intervals will be used to represent
valid-time indications in a valid-time relation and to model the uncertainty these
may contain.
To evaluate the temporal demands in queries issued by users to query a valid-time
relation containing ill-known valid-time intervals, the presented proposal introduces
a technique based on the concept of ill-known time constraints, which is based on
the concept of ill-known constraints as presented in [61]. Both concepts are treated
in subsection 5.2.2.
Before ill-known time constraints can be introduced, another notion related to
possibilistic variables shoud be paid attention to. In fact, a specific application
of possibilistic variables is obtained when the set under consideration is the set
of boolean values, denoted B = {T,F}, where T denotes ‘true’ and F denotes
‘false’ [61]. Indeed, any boolean proposition p takes exactly one value in B. If the
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knowledge about which value this proposition p takes, is given by a possibility
distribution pip, then proposition p can be seen as a possibilistic variable. In the pre-
sented proposal, the interest lies with the case where the proposition holds (denoted
p = T ) and the possibility and necessity that p = T demand most attention. In the
following sections, the following notations are used, based on previous notations:
Possibility that p = T : Pos(p) = pip(T ) (2)
Necessity that p = T : Nec(p) = 1−pip(F) (3)
5.2.2 Ill-known Time Constraints
The presented proposal contains a technique for evaluating user queries used to
query a valid-time relation in which the valid-time indications are represented by ill-
known time intervals. Part of this query evaluation technique relies on the concept of
ill-known time constraints, which is based on the concept of ill-known constraints as
presented in [61]. These concepts are presented below. Following [61], an ill-known
constraint is defined as follows.
Definition 22. Given a universe U , an ill-known constraint C is specified by
means of a binary relation R ⊆U2 and a fixed, ill-known value defined by its
possibilistic variable V on U , i.e.:
C , (V,R)
A set A⊆U now satisfies this constraint C if and only if:
∀a ∈ A : (V,a) ∈ R
An example of an ill-known constraint is given by:
C< , (X ,<)
Some set A then satisfies C< if
∀a ∈ A : X < a
The satisfaction of a constraint C , (V,R) by a set A is basically a Boolean mat-
ter (either the set satisfies the constraint or not) and can thus be seen as a boolean
proposition, but due to the uncertainty inherent to the ill-known value V , it can be
uncertain whether C is satisfied by A or not [61]. Based on the possibility distri-
bution piV of V , the possibility and necessity that A satisfies C can be found. This
proposition can thus be seen as a possibilistic variable on B. The required possibility
and necessity are calculated using the following formulas [61].
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Pos(A satisfies C) = min
a∈A
(
sup
(w,a)∈R
piV (w))
)
(4)
Nec(A satisfies C) = min
a∈A
(
inf
(w,a)/∈R
1−piV (w)
)
(5)
Now, to calculate the possibility or necessity of a set A satisfying multiple con-
straints, the min t-norm operator is used to express a conjunction of constraints. For
example:
Pos((A satisfies C1) and (A satisfies C2)) =
min
a∈A
(Pos(A satisfies C1),Pos(A satisfies C2))
Nec((A satisfies C1) and (A satisfies C2)) =
min
a∈A
(Nec(A satisfies C1),Nec(A satisfies C2))
Accordingly, the max t-conorm operator is used to express a disjunction of con-
straints. For example:
Pos((A satisfies C1) or (A satisfies C2)) =
max
a∈A
(Pos(A satisfies C1),Pos(A satisfies C2))
Nec((A satisfies C1) or (A satisfies C2)) =
max
a∈A
(Nec(A satisfies C1),Nec(A satisfies C2))
In the presented proposal, ill-known time constraints are considered, which are
ill-known constraints of which the considered universe is a time domain.
In the next subsection, the core of the presented proposal is described.
5.2.3 Querying Valid-time Relations containing Ill-known Valid-time
Intervals
One of the main purposes of the existence of (relational) databases is to allow
information retrieval. The standard query language for (relational) databases is
SQL [53], but several proposals to extend the SQL language for transaction-time
databases [66], valid-time databases [33] and bitemporal databases [57] exist and
some authors have studied how to support temporal querying in standard SQL [70].
As mentioned before, the presented proposal deals with querying a valid-time
relation. In this subsection, the core of the presented proposal is described. First the
particular structure of the relation is described, along with the nature and structure
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of its supposed contents. Next, the particular query structure is presented. Finally,
the particular method for evaluating queries and for ranking the result records are
presented.
Relation Structure
In the presented proposal, a valid-time relation is considered, in which every record
contains just one valid-time indication. This valid-time indication is represented by
a closed ill-known time interval, to allow uncertainty in the valid-time information.
As explained above, the ill-known time intervals used here will be defined and rep-
resented via their start and end points, which are ill-known values in the valid-time
domain.
Query Structure
In the presented proposal, a query consists of two separate constructs of user de-
mands.
Definition 23. Query
A query ˜Q is given by:
˜Q = (Qtime,Q) (6)
Here, Q denotes the construct of all (possibly fuzzy) non-temporal user
query demands. These comprise all constraints and demands unrelated to
valid-time and thus unrelated to the valid-time indications in the queried rela-
tion. Qtime denotes the temporal demand specified by the user.
The presented query structure allows the user to specify a single temporal de-
mand, denoted by Qtime.
Definition 24. Temporal demand
A temporal demand Qtime is defined by:
Qtime = (I,AR) (7)
Here, I denotes a crisp time interval (which can be specified in any way re-
quired) and AR denotes one of the Allen relations (cf. section 2.3).
The interpretation of such a temporal demand Qtime = (I,AR) is that, for a record
with an ill-known valid-time interval J, the user demands that I AR J holds.
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Query evaluation
Query satisfaction in a fuzzy relational database is usually a matter of degree. Typ-
ically, the evaluation of the query demands for a record results in a satisfaction de-
gree s, which is typically in the unit interval, i.e. s ∈ [0,1]. This satisfaction degree
then models the extent to which the record satisfies the query demands. As such, a
satisfaction degree of 0 indicates total dissatisfaction while a degree of 1 indicates
total satisfaction and every level of satisfaction between total satisfaction and total
dissatisfaction is indicated by a satisfaction degre between 0 and 1.
In the presented approach, for every record r, each part of a query ˜Q = (Qtime,Q)
is evaluated independently:
• The user preferences expressed in the non-temporal part Q, are evaluated, re-
sulting in a satisfaction degree denoted eQ(r). The presented approach accepts
any valid, sound method of calculating this evaluation, as long as the method is
well-founded and eQ(r) ∈ [0,1].
• The evaluation of the temporal demand expressed in the temporal part, Qtime =
(I,AR), depends on AR. A specific construct of ill-known constraints (cf. sec-
tion 5.2.2) is considered, depending on the Allen relation denoted by AR. The
exact construct of constraints is an instantiation based on the formulas which can
be found in table 6, for every possible value of AR. The form and capacity of these
constraints are based on [61]. Then, using equations (4) and (5), the exact for-
mulas to calculate the possibility PosQtime(r) and the necessity NecQtime(r) that
record r satisfies this construct of ill-known time constraints are derived from
this construct of constraints. As mentioned, PosQtime(r) and NecQtime(r) denote
the possibility, respectively the necessity that the considered record r satisfies the
construct of constraints corresponding to the temporal demand Qtime and thus the
possibility, respectively the necessity that r satisfies Qtime.
Table 6 Constructs of constraints related to their respective Allen relations, as used in the pre-
sented work. In this table, the ill-known time interval J = [X ,Y ] in a record r has a start point
described by possibilistic variable X and an end point described by possibilistic variable Y . The
crisp time interval in the user’s temporal demand is denoted I.
Allen Relation Construct of constraints
I before J C1 , (<,X)
I equal J
(
C1 , (≥,X)
)
∧¬
(
C2 , (6=,X)
)
∧
(
C3 , (≤,Y )
)
∧¬
(
C4 , (6=,Y )
)
I meets J
(
C1 , (≤,X)
)
∧¬
(
C2 , (6=,X)
)
I overlaps J
(
C1 , (<,Y )
)
∧¬
(
C2 , (≤,X)
)
∧¬
(
C3 , (≥,X)
)
I during J
((
C1 , (>,X)
)
∧
(
C2 , (≤,Y )
))
∨
((
C3 , (≥,X)
)
∧
(
C4 , (<,Y )
))
I starts J
(
C1 , (≥,X)
)
∧¬
(
C2 , (6=,X)
)
I finishes J
(
C1 , (≤,Y )
)
∧¬
(
C2 , (6=,Y )
)
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Aggregation and Ranking
In this subsection, the notations used in the previous subsection are followed. To be
able to present the most appropriate results to the user most prominently, for every
record r, an aggregation method is used to aggregate PosQtime(r) and NecQtime(r)
into a temporal record rank eQtime(r) and after this, a convex combination combining
eQtime(r) and eQ(r) will provide the final record rank e f inal(r).
To calculate eQtime(r), an a simple and crude method is used:
eQtime(r) =
(PosQtime(r)+NecQtime(r)
2
)
(8)
This method aims to provide the result records with a natural ranking based on
the users temporal constraint. eQtime(r) will of course be a value in [0,1], as both
PosQtime(r) ∈ [0,1] and NecQtime(r) ∈ [0,1]. The purpose is that records which fit the
users temporal demand better get a higher score than records fitting the temporal
demand worse. Here, this aim is reached because the necessity degree NecQtime(r)
cannot exceed 0 unless the possibility degree PosQtime(r) equals 1.
The final ranking e f inal(r) for a record r is now given by a convex combination
of both temporal and non-temporal evaluation scores.
e f inal (r) = ω ∗ eQ (r)+(1−ω)∗ eQtime (9)
A convex combination is used mainly for 2 reasons:
• The use of this convex combination allows a record to make up for a low temporal
evaluation score with a high non-temporal evaluation score and vice versa.
• The exact value of ω can now be modified to ascribe more value to either the
fulfillment of the user’s temporal demands or the fulfillment of the user’s non-
temporal constraints.
In the next subsection, some main concepts and issues concerning bipolarity in
the context of temporal databases are presented and discussed.
5.3 Bipolarity in Temporal Databases
Humans express their preferences using both positive and negative statements,
where positive statements express what is desired or acceptable and negative state-
ments express what is undesired or unacceptable [5]. This realization is interesting
with regard to database querying, because sometimes a user does not exactly know
his or her preferences or can’t express them in only positive statements, but prefers
to use negative statements to express what he or she dislikes or doesn’t need. This
introduces the need for bipolar querying, a technique to model both positive and
negative user preferences in a database query. Sometimes positive and negative pre-
ferences are clearly symmetric, making it possible to derive one from the other. For
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example, a person may define the concept of ‘tall’ as ‘1.80 meters or higher’. The
negative would then be the opposite: not tall would be ‘anything less than 1.80 me-
ters’. However, in some cases, positive preferences can not be directly obtained from
negative preferences or vice versa. E.g., when a person prefers to buy a black mo-
torbike, this does not necessarily mean the person would totally reject a very dark
blue motorbike. This phenomenon is called heterogeneous bipolarity [26], [27].
The use of imprecise query preference formulation in bipolar querying is well
discussed in existing literature [14], [27], [48]. In [48], desired and mandatory query
conditions are used, instead of positive and negative preferences. However, the in-
verse of a mandatory preference expresses what should be rejected and this could
be seen as negative information, whereas desired query conditions can be seen as
positive preferences. However, the combination of bipolar querying and the use of
imprecise query preferences in the context of temporal databases is not so well
discussed in existing literature. A proposal for the bipolar querying of valid-time
databases has been made by Billiet et al. [5]. The model presented there deals with
a fuzzy valid-time specification based on [36].
Bipolarity can be handled using different concepts, such as intuitionistic fuzzy
sets [2], interval valued fuzzy sets [76] Grattan-Guiness [37], Janh [40], Sam-
buc [64], [25] or two fold fuzzy sets [24].
From a theoretical point of view, bipolarity might be found either in the queries
presented to a database system or in a database managed by a database system.
When bipolarity is found in queries, it is possible to distinguish between:
• Bipolarity inside query criteria: each individual query criterion may be specified
using both positive and negative preferences. For example when querying a car
database, the user can express that he or she wants a black car, but definitely not
a red neither a blue one. Bipolarity resides here within the car color criterion.
• Bipolarity outside query criteria: the query is specified using a global positive and
a global negative preference part. For example when querying a car database, the
user can express that he or she wants a black car, but definitely not a car with a
fuel consumption of 6 liters or more.
Concerning bipolarity inside a database, it should be possible to specify both
positive and negative real world object or concept aspects, even at record level.
Nevertheless, not so much research exists concerning bipolarity in databases.
6 Conclusions and Further Research
In this chapter, some of the main concepts concerning information imperfections
in temporal modelling and information imperfections in temporal modelling in in-
formation systems and the terminology corresponding with these concepts are in-
troduced and explained and some of the main properties of and issues with these
concepts are presented and discussed. An overview of some commercial temporal
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DBMS is briefly introduced. Finally, a novel technique for querying valid-time re-
lations using imperfect query specifications is presented.
Further research work could follow several general directions. First of all, a the-
oretical model for dealing with uncertainty in both the database and the query at the
same time could be researched and defined. Next, implementations including both
DDL and DML could be proposed and constructed.
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